Spend an Incredible Day at the

located within the
Florida International Motorsport Park

A European Style Rallying Adventure in Starke, Florida
What is Rallying?
Rallying is one of the oldest and most popular forms of motor sport in the world. A team of driver and co-driver hurtle
down closed public roads on a variety of surfaces in rally cars ranging from the mildly modified Group N cars to the
outrageous 300 bhp All Wheel Drive, $500,000 WRC cars.
Unlike some other forms of racing, the team competes against the clock at 1 minute intervals - and the fastest time
wins! These competitive sections or "Special Stages" are linked together by public road sections called "liaisons"
where the team obeys normal traffic laws but must reach the next Special Stage right on time - not a minute early or
minute late.
Depending on the terrain and country, Special Stages can involve high speed driving on twisting and turning dirt,
gravel, snow, ice and asphalt roads. Frequently cars are airborne and they are always sliding as the drivers set the
cars up for corner after corner - often with no previous reconnaissance and only the skill of the co-drivers map reading to help them.
What is a Rally School?
To be a successful rally driver you must be skilled at controlling your car when confronted with all types of road surface. You must be prepared to handle loose gravel, standing water, hairpin turns, "blind" crests and lots more. Unlike
racing, many of these skills have an everyday application in being a controlled, safe driver as well as a fast one!
Among the skills taught are:
• Correct braking techniques
• Throttle control
• Controlled sliding
• Defeating "pushing"
• Hand brake turns
• "The pendulum"
• Lines through corners
• Analyze surface changes

What type of car will I drive?
Beginners taking a one-day rally course drive a 2WD, while students in multiday advanced programs also drive 4WD vehicles. All the cars used have a
standard (manual) transmission. Available models include Mitsubishi Lancers
and Suburu Imprezas.
How old must I be?
Anyone with a driving permit, driver’s license, or valid competition license
from a sanctioning body can participate; under 18 requires guardian approval.

How many driving tracks (stages) are there?
We have six training stages:
• 1,000-foot gravel vehicle dynamics skill pad
• 3.5-mile standard gravel course, East Rally Stage Road
• 5.0-mile advanced gravel course, West Rally Stage Road
• 1.5-mile asphalt course, Tarmac Road
• 0.5-mile Karting and Solo Track
• 3-mile SUV 4wd dirt skill course

Where is the driving school?
The RallyPro Driving School is located in Starke,
Florida, approximately 25 minutes northeast of
Gainesville and 90 minutes from Orlando.
The nearest commercial airport is in Gainesville.
Private and corporate planes fly into Keystone
Heights Airpark, adjacent to the driving school.

What is the price range for driving courses?
The cost ranges from $870 to $6000, depending on
the number of days, group size and type of car.
Classes range in length from one to five days.

Contact Incredible Adventures
to enroll in the
RallyPro Performance Driving School

800-644-7382
941-346-2603 tel 941-346-2488 fax

Level 2: One Day Adventure
TIME

ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION

8:45 - 9:00
9:00 - 9:30
9:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:30
12:30 - 13:30
13:30 - 16:00
16:00 - 16:30
16:30 - 17:00

Coffee, etc.
Coffee and registration, meet and greet.
Classroom
Safety briefing, explanation of morning classes.
Driving: Asphalt 12 turn tarmac course.
Driving: Gravel Handbrake turns on wide gravel track; practice until you master.
Driving: Gravel Stage 2, 2.5 miles tight and twisty action, control a slide, do 4-wheel drifting maneuvers.
Lunch
Fuel up and relax before heading back out.
Driving: Special Intensive training, driving and learning with instructor.
Classroom
Review techniques learned, presentation of certificates, group discussion.
Finish
Leave a better driver. We hope you have enjoyed your day!

Note: This sample Level 2 schedule assumes one-on-one instruction. Choose this program to receive personalized
instruction and maximum seat time. Level 2 pricing, including insurance: $1670. Our Level 1 program follows a similar
schedule and assumes one instructor and three students taking turns in the vehicle. Level 1 pricing, including
insurance: $870. (All pricing subject to change prior to booking.)

General Information
The RallyPro Performance Driving School at the FIRM features three
classrooms, a dining room, workshop and offices for guests of students
to enjoy. Our fleet is now over 30 cars strong and is constantly being
updated and upgraded.
In addition to rally cars, the school features an ATV and Kart course
and offers an SUV driving class. The facility can be rented by motor
clubs looking to host their own driving events. The school has helped to
train Army Special Forces personnel, Navy SEALS, police and sheriff departments.
The Florida International Rally & Motorsport Park (The FIRM) is
conveniently located in north central Florida and is easily accessed from
Jacksonville, Gainesville and Orlando. There are a number of hotels,
bed & breakfast inns and campgrounds that are happy to arrange your
stay while training and experiencing the action at The Firm.
Incredible Adventures will be happy to make lodging suggestions.

A day at Florida’s
performance driving school
makes a great gift!

Contact Incredible Adventures
to arrange your day at the track.

800-644-7382 or 941-346-2603
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